Personal Identity: Complex or Simple?

They discuss whether personal identity is 'complex', whereby it is analyzable in terms of simpler relations such as
physical or psychological features, or whether it is 'simple', namely something that cannot be analyzed in terms of more
fundamental relations.They discuss whether personal identity is 'complex', whereby it is or whether it is 'simple', namely
something that cannot be analyzed in.In summary, this volume is a nice addition to the existing literature on personal
identity. The essays leave a lot of room for disagreement.The question at the heart of the book is whether personal
identity is simple or complex. Part of the problem consists in framing the very question.The papers in this collection are
committed to contributing to the debate as to whether personal identity is simple or complex. Perhaps not.The complex
view analyzes personal identity in terms of simpler rela- tions. The fact that a person persists over time is nothing more
than some other facts which .The complex view claims that personal identity through time can be analysed in terms of
bodily and/or psychological conditions. This view seems to imply an.Noonan, Harold () The complex and simple views
of personal identity. Analysis, 71 (1). pp. ISSN. Access from the University of. Address of Welcome. Eric Olson: In
Search of the Simple View. Discussion and Questions.respectively with framing the theme of personal identity
(particularly the alter- native between simple and complex theories), arguing for or against simplicity.To know an
entity's identity conditions is to know what kind of entity it is. Gasser and Stefan identify four meanings of "personal
identity:".Citations of this work BETA. Against the Complex Versus Simple Distinction. Papers 39 (2) The Complex
and Simple Views of Personal Identity.The collection is made up of contributions supporting either simple or complex
approaches to the question of personal identity. While the latter approach (also.Review of Personal Identity: Complex or
Simple? ed. Georg Gasser & Matthias Stefan. A.R.J. Fisher. Dialogue. ;52(4)malmesburyneighbourhood.com and
malmesburyneighbourhood.com, Personal Identity - Complex or Simple?,. Cambridge University Press, ] I. The
Problem. The simple view of diachronic personal.
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